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FARM SUNSHINE, NOT CANCER: REPLACING
TOBACCO FIELDS WITH SOLAR ARRAYS
Although tobacco use is the leading cause of avoidable death globally,
farming tobacco continues to provide the primary source of income
to many farmers. But two Michigan Technological University
researchers contend that converting tobacco fields to solar farms
could profitably serve two purposes: reduce preventable deaths and
meet the growing need for solar energy to combat climate change.
Ram Krishnan, now an engineer designing large solar systems in the
rapidly expanding U.S. solar industry, and Joshua Pearce, professor of
materials science and electrical engineering, completed a study
"Economic Impact of Substituting Solar Photovoltaic Electric
Production for Tobacco Farming" to be published in Land Use Policy.
As demand for solar energy grows so does the demand for land for
solar farms. However, as demonstrated by the conversion of cropland
to energy for ethanol production, removing arable land from food
production can cause a rise in global food prices and food shortages.
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WILL CLIMATE CHANGE AFFECT THE SPREAD OF
TROPICAL DISEASES
Climate change remains a substantial threat to future human health
and since the behaviour of disease carriers like mosquitoes is known
to be extremely sensitive to temperature and rainfall, it seems
unquestionable that climate change will affect many, if not all, of these
diseases. What is less clear, however, is the extent to which climate
increases the risk of becoming infected in certain regions compared to
other factors such as poverty or fragile health systems. In addition,
although the number of new cases of diseases such as malaria appears
to be declining worldwide, it is still increasing in many regions for a
variety of reasons; the continued spread of insecticide resistance,
changes in land use, and difficulties in maintaining political interest
pose considerable challenges. Which of these factors will be most
influential over the coming decades remains up for debate and one
that was raised in a special edition of Philosophical Transactions B.

Read More on World Economic Forum
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Noose Tightens Around Southeast Asia’s Illegal Wildlife Trade
Boonchai Bach's world of impunity crumbled this month in Nakhon Phanom, the provincial
town in northeast Thailand near the border with Laos from where he and his older brother,
Bach Van Limh, allegedly used as a logistics and financial hub for Southeast Asia's massive
illegal wildlife trade. The 40-year-old Vietnamese-Thai was arrested by local police on Jan.
19, and his capture is expected to shake up the region's largest wildlife trafficking syndicate.
Freeland, a Bangkok-based anti-trafficking organization, has dubbed the syndicate Hydra for
its many-headed operations. The U.S. government also has Hydra in its crosshairs, having
offered a reward in 2013 of $1 million for help in ending Vixay's criminal network. The Thai
police have reason to crow over the arrest of Bach, previously considered an "untouchable"
in trafficking circles. According to Police Colonel Chutrakul Yodmadee, an entire network is
in the bag, including the courier, the facilitator, and the agent who planned to export the
contraband across the Thai-Lao border. "We even got the moneyman behind the gang," the
colonel said in a statement.

Read More on Asian Review

An International Plastics Treaty Could Avert a “Silent
Spring” For Our Seas
Canadian Environment Minister Catherine McKenna has said plastics will be a main
theme of June’s summit when leaders from Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Japan
and the United States join Trudeau in Charlevoix, Quebec. But can Canada move these
nations to establish enforceable rules? The G7 has raised the plastics issue before. The
Germans launched an action plan to combat marine litter in 2015 and Japan reaffirmed
the commitment to address the problem in 2016. During the World Economic Forum
meeting in Davos later that year, headlines blared “More Plastic than Fish in the Sea by
2050” after the release of a report on global plastic waste. Can Trudeau convince his
fellow G7 leaders to emulate Canada’s new regulations that prohibit the manufacture,
import and sale of personal toiletry products that contain plastic microbeads. The G7
leaders can share their experiences on what’s worked well for them, whether it’s the
European Union’s new Plastics Strategy and legislative initiative on single-use plastics,
France’s ban on plastic cups and plates, or the U.S. initiative called Save Our Seas Act.

Read More on The Conversation

China, Once the Final Resting Place for Half the World’s Trash, Bans
Wastes Products
Persistent deterioration of natural resources, greater contamination of air, water and soil,
diminishing biodiversity, emergence of new types of pathogens, climate change and
heightened fragility of human health (even when longevity is increased) are being noted.
Worldwide, the perspective is moving away from the ‘linear economy model’ and towards a
‘circular economy’ enlarging the focus to cover the entire sequence of production and
consumption activities that generates the waste required to be disposed. Under the circular
economy model, the objective is to explore production and consumption patterns that
minimize waste production without sacrificing firm profit or economic growth of countries.
Till recently, economic policies for growth were aligned with the ‘linear economy model’,
wherein ‘waste’ was accepted as a negative element generated by production and
consumption patterns geared to maximize economic growth. Here, the focus was uniquely
on how to handle the waste once produced, in the most economical manner. Under the
circular economy model, the objective is to explore production and consumption patterns
that minimize waste production without sacrificing firm profit or economic growth of
countries. Read More on IPS News
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Demographic Change a Factor in Cancer Rise
A future with zero net global deforestation is possible with the right mix of
policies, social action and political will, the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) said as a major international conference on sustainable
forest management kicked off in Rome. With rapid population growth driving
global demand for forest products and services, timber, fibre, fuel, food, fodder
and medicine, institutional, governance and policy innovations are vital to
address those interlinkages. Such efforts are all the more critical in tropical and
low-income countries, where one of the major causes of deforestation is the
demand for agricultural production, and converting forests to arable land. The
outcomes of the event will be submitted to the High-Level Political Forum on
Sustainable Development, the UN body for all matters relating to sustainable
development and the implementation of the SDGs.
Read More on UN News

Access Barriers to Obstetric Care at Health Facilities
in Sub-Saharan Africa, a Systematic Review
Since 2000, the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals, which
included a goal to improve maternal health by the end of 2015, has facilitated
significant reductions in maternal morbidity and mortality worldwide.
However, despite more focused efforts made especially by low- and middleincome countries, targets were largely unmet in sub-Saharan Africa, where
women are plagued by many challenges in seeking obstetric care. The aim of
this review was to synthesize literature on barriers to obstetric care at health
institutions in sub-Saharan Africa. PubMed, Cumulative Index to Nursing and
Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), and Scopus databases were electronically
searched to identify studies on barriers to health facility-based obstetric care
in sub-Saharan Africa, in English, and dated between 2000 and 2015.
Quantitative, qualitative and mixed-methods studies were considered.
Read More on Research Gate

World Must Act Faster to Prevent Pandemic Diseases
The world must ramp up efforts to prevent huge infectious disease outbreaks - such as
flu strains that can jump from animals to humans, which could kill millions of people,
the chief of the U.N.’s disaster risk agency said. The use of vaccine technologies and
disease surveillance is very low across most of the world and the dangers posed by
pandemics are “out of sight, out of mind”, said Robert Glasser, head of the United
Nations’ Office for Disaster Risk Reduction. “We’ve had the emergence of new viruses
and viruses are mutating all the time, like avian influenza, SARS ... people are not
generally aware of them because they are hazards that don’t strike very often,” he told
the Thomson Reuters Foundation. Their greatest fear is that a deadly strain of avian flu
could then mutate into a pandemic form that can be passed easily between people something that has not yet been seen. Better early warning systems and community
involvement in evacuation planning have helped countries such as Bangladesh and
Mexico soften the blow of cyclones and hurricanes, Glasser said.
PAGE | 2

Read More on Reuters
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Africa is Not Poor, We Are Stealing Its Wealth
Africa is poor, but we can try to help its people. It's a simple statement, repeated through a
thousand images, newspaper stories and charity appeals each year, so that it takes on the
weight of truth. When we read it, we reinforce assumptions and stories about Africa that
we've heard throughout our lives. We reconfirm our image of Africa. Try something
different. Africa is rich, but we steal its wealth. That's the essence of a report (pdf) from
several campaign groups. Based on a set of new figures, it finds that sub-Saharan Africa is a
net creditor to the rest of the world to the tune of more than $41bn. Sure, there's money
going in: around $161bn a year in the form of loans, remittances (those working outside
Africa and sending money back home), and aid. But there's also $203bn leaving the
continent. Some of this is direct, such as $68bn in mainly dodged taxes. Essentially
multinational corporations "steal" much of this, legally, by pretending they are really
generating their wealth in tax havens. These so-called "illicit financial flows" amount to
around 6.1 percent of the continent's entire gross domestic product (GDP), or three times
what Africa receives in aid. Read the Report on Aljazeera

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY: A Revolution in Health
Care is Coming: Welcome Doctor You
When people enter the health-care systems of rich countries today, they
know what they will get: prodding doctors, endless tests, baffling jargon,
rising costs and, above all, long waits. Some stoicism will always be
needed, because health care is complex and diligence matters. But
frustration is boiling over. Recently three of the biggest names in American
business, Amazon, Berkshire Hathaway and JPMorgan Chase, announced a
new venture to provide better, cheaper health care for their employees. A
fundamental problem with today’s system is that patients lack knowledge
and control. Access to data can bestow both. The internet already enables
patients to seek online consultations when and where it suits them. You
can take over-the-counter tests to analyse your blood, sequence your
genome and check on the bacteria in your gut. Yet radical change demands
a shift in emphasis, from providers to patients and from doctors to data.
That shift is happening. Read More on The Economist

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH:
Tribal Cultures Underwater, and Falling Through Thin Ice
Maija Katak Lukin’s cousin plunged through the ice to his death while hunting for food
for his family. Wenceslaus “Boyo” Billiot, Jr. and Stanley Tom continue to encounter
new hurdles in their quest to relocate their communities threatened by encroaching
seawater. And Henry Lickers worries about seasonal changes that are altering the
dates on which his community holds traditional ceremonies. These were some of the
stories presented during Cultures Under Water: Climate Impacts on Tribal Cultural
Heritage, a conference held in December 2017 at Arizona State University. Hosted by
the university’s Indian Legal Program, the three-day conference brought together
tribal leaders, cultural practitioners, attorneys and nonprofits that support tribal
climate efforts. They discussed how they advocate for policy changes in a nation that’s
dismissive, at best, of their unique cultures and history. And they all expressed a
common goal: ensuring their communities survive in an era where ecosystems are
changing almost daily. U.S. failure to recognize or respect tribal cultures is leading to
tribes being left behind, or left out entirely, in planning and policy.

Read More on The Revelator

WEEKLYBULLETIN
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“The other major threat [the first being nuclear war] to the survival of our civilization
is climate change, which is also a growing cause of forced migration. I have dealt with
the problems of migration at great length elsewhere, but I must emphasize how severe
and intractable those problems are. I don’t want to go into details on climate change
either because it is well known what needs to be done. We have the scientific
knowledge; it is the political will that is missing, particularly in the Trump
administration.”
George Soros, at the Davos World Economic Forum
January 25, 2018
Read More on George Saros
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FYI

NEW BOOK— HEALTH PROMOTION
IN CANADA: PERSPECTIVES ON
THEORY, PRACTICE, AND RESEARCH

Offering a timely and in-depth analysis of the past, present and future of health promotion, Health Promotion in
Canada is the ideal resource for students interested in public health, health education, health policy, and nursing.
Now in its fourth edition, this text covers a broad range of key concepts and issues related to health promotion
practice within cities, communities, education, and clinical care settings. Fifteen additional chapters have been
developed on topics including gender transformative health promotion, wellbeing and mental health, digital
media, and health promotion practices for immigrants. This new edition also features updated content on health
promotion ethics, social theory, health inequities, global ecological change, intervention entry points, and the role
of the reflexive practitioner.
Authors Irving Rootman, Ann Pederson, Katherine Frohlich, Sophie Dupere, teach students how to build and
implement effective promotion interventions by drawing on behavioural theories, health intervention research,
and examples of participatory practice. Readers will also learn to recognize the impact of globalization on health
promotion practice, the challenges faced by researchers, practitioners, and policymakers, and the possibilities for
equitable health promotion. The book features promising health promotion practices in Indigenous communities,
and includes an afterword by Ronald Labonte incorporating thought-provoking reflections on practice and new
learning objectives.
Read More on Canadian Scholars
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FIRST NATIONS,
CONSERVATION FUND TAKE
LESSONS TO COLOMBIA

Representatives of two Canadian First Nations in the Great Bear Rainforest and a conservation financing
group were just in Colombia to share what they’ve learned about supporting environmental stewardship and
sustainable economic development. The trip follows a visit to British Columbia in 2015 by a World Wildlife
Fund delegation of Indigenous people from around the world, said Brodie Guy, the executive director of Coast
Funds. That delegation included visitors from Colombia and Peru who are working on setting up something
similar in their home to what’s been done in the Great Bear.
“Now they’ve asked us to come back because they’re getting much further along in their conservation plans
and also their financing,” Guy said. The Great Bear Rainforest agreement process brought together First
Nations, forestry companies, environmental groups, local governments and the provincial government to find
a new approach to land use and planning for the central and northern coast of British Columbia. The area
covered is 6.4 million hectares.
The parties agreed to the broad principles in 2004, followed by agreements in 2006 and 2009 aimed at
protecting the rainforest, improving logging practices, involving First Nations in decision-making, and
providing funding for economic diversification. As part of the process, Coast Funds was created in 2006 with a
$60 million endowment to encourage stewardship and a further $60 million to help fund the creation of First
Nation-owned businesses. The money came from the provincial and federal government and six foundations.
Guy said it’s one of only a few such organizations in the world, alongside ones working in Bhutan, Costa Rica
and Brazil. Guy travelled to Colombia along with Merv Child, the executive director of the Na̲ nwak̲ olas Council,
and Douglass Neasloss, chief councillor of the Kitasoo/Xai’xais Nation.
Read More on The Tyee
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WILDLIFE OFFICIALS STUNNED AND
OUTRAGED AFTER THE TRUMP
ADMINISTRATION GUTS THE MIGRATORY
BIRD ACT

Donald Trump and his Republican allies are turning over every element of our government and
governance to lobbyists and big industry. A Big Pharma executive put in charge of Health and Human
Services, an anti-public school billionaire crusader in charge of the nation’s public schools and on
and on. In another big gift to big polluters, the Trump administration has rolled back elements of the
1918 Migratory Bird Act that have been in place for nearly 50 years and is credited with helping
hundreds of species survive and thrive since then. They’ve “re-interpreted” parts of the Act to help
their pollution-pumping friends.
Wildlife officials agree. Seventeen conservation experts who have formerly worked for the
Department of the Interior, both Democratic and Republican alike, have banded together to send a
public plea to Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke to reconsider these disastrous actions.
“We are all conservation professionals who have formerly served the Department of the Interior,
from 1971 to 2017: Deputy Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Directors, and Migratory Bird Conservation Chiefs. We are former Senate-confirmed political
appointees, of Republican and Democratic Presidents, and we are former career civil servants. We
are, each and all, very concerned by the Interior Department’s December 22, 2017 announcement
of a new legal memorandum (M-37050) reinterpreting the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.”
Read More on Daily KOS
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WHY AMAZON BUILT ITS WORKERS
A MINI RAIN FOREST INSIDE THREE
DOMES IN DOWNTOWN SEATTLE

Amazon.com opened the Spheres at its Seattle headquarters, featuring more than
40,000 plants and spaces for its workers to meet and think.
Seattle based Microsoft employees have treehouses. Apple workers have what’s
been called a spaceship. And now Amazon.com’s staffers have a rain forest or at
least something like one, right in the middle of downtown Seattle. On a typically
rainy and covercast Monday, in a particularly Amazonian version of a ribbon-cutting
ceremony for the Spheres, its giant glass-and- metal domes filled with tropical and
rare plants, CEO Jeffrey P. Bezos asked the gathered attendees to look to the
ceiling. A circular blue ring lit up, and the Amazon founder summoned its artificial
intelligence assistant, Alexa, to officially open the building.
“Okay, Jeff,” Alexa’s familiar voice sounded, as lights switched on and misters
sprayed some of the more than 40,000 plants that stock the company’s newest
headquarters building. This architectural showstopper is a new Seattle landmark
and Amazon workplace tool that could help the retail giant attract, retain
and enhance the productivity and well-being of its fast-growing workforce.
Read More on The Washington Post
June 15, 2017
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RIVER DIVERSION IN
CHINA

Two decades of high economic growth rate triggered by a new generation of industries, intensive
agricultural practices, rapid urbanisation and widespread promotion of water-related projects in
China have conspicuously dented China’s natural resources and water. The adverse impact of
climate change on water towers like those in the Tibetan and Qinghai plateau have severely
impacted both the hydrological flows and traditional spatial dynamics. This has heightened water
woes in many provinces of China and highlighted serious trans-border implications in countries
like Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal and Pakistan. Books like that of Ma Jun’s China’s Water Crisis
and Andrew C Mertha’s China’s Water Warriors depict the deeper nuances of water crisis across
China. Jun, while commenting on the Yellow River, once the Mother River, writes, “the flow of this
Mother River began halting in 1972 and in 1997 not a single drop of water reached the sea for a
330 day period. The once mighty river has by now become a small, filthy stream that cannot even
flush much of its sediment into the sea…. But the Yellow is no worse than the situation on the North
China plain, most of whose 300 rivers are open sewers, if they are not completely dry”.
More recently, the report Towards a Water & Energy Secure China by Debra Tan, Feng Hu, Hubert
Thieriot and Dawn McGregor and published by China Water Risk in 2015 maps out the entire
dynamics of water scarcity in China. This report states that 11 provinces in China (“Dry 11”) fall
below the World Bank Water Poverty Mark of 1,000 cubic meters, including economic powerhouses
Jiangsu & Shandong and the municipalities of Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin. Nearly half of China’s
GDP comes from these Dry 11 provinces. It further states that eight provinces suffer from extreme
water scarcity of below 500 cubic meters. China’s water resources and farmlands are not evenly
distributed in its 31 provinces, regions and municipalities. The South and South West region has 75
percent of China’s total renewable water resources. On the other hand, 47 percent of China’s sown
area lies in the North which has been the most important agricultural region producing corn,
sorghum, winter wheat, vegetables and cotton.
Read More on Kathmandu Post
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EDUCATION FOR ALL 2000-2015:
ACHIEVEMENTS AND CHALLENGES
OVERVIEW, MAIN FINDINGS, DATA VIZ,
INFOGRAPHICS, OTHER RESOURCES

The 2015 Global Monitoring Report, Education for All 2000-2015: Achievements
and Challenges – provides a complete assessment of progress since 2000 towards
the target date for reaching the Dakar Framework’s goals.
It takes stock of whether the world achieved the EFA goals and stakeholders
upheld their commitments. It explains possible determinants of the pace of
progress.
Finally, it identifies key lessons for shaping the post-2015 global education
agenda.

Read the Report on UNESCO
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Loving Part of the 24,000 km Trans Canada Trail
Near Val David, Quebec
February 18, 2018
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